D E F E N C E

Internationally approved defence contractor
Track records speak for themselves. And as
a supplier of high-quality components to
some of the world’s most demanding defence
clients, A&G Price Ltd has built an outstanding
reputation for technical expertise, quality of
manufacture and on-time delivery.
It is a reputation that rests on the delivery
of an impressive variety of components built
to military specifications for ground, air and
sea applications. These range from running
gear for tracked vehicles to bomb-loader subassemblies and from aircraft missile storage
containers to frigate operations room flooring,
radar cooling modules and heat exchangers.
A&G Price brings to every contract a proud
tradition of engineering excellence and
innovation, frequently working with clients on
the design and manufacture of components to
create reliable, high-performance products.
The company developed and built
prototype hydraulic steering coupling
assemblies for an all-terrain tracked carrier
in conjunction with Singapore Technologies
Kinetics Ltd, modifying the initial concept to
simplify manufacture and reduce costs.
For the same client, A&G Price refined the

ANZAC Frigate stabiliser fin assembly

design of armoured personnel carrier track
running componentry, adapting idler wheels
to fit a wide track, altering moulds to improve
casting quality and developing special hightensile alloy steels. The company’s metallurgists
also formulated a special grade ballistic steel
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for the vehicle backing plates.
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Meticulous quality control is a cornerstone
of A&G Price, with all internal processes
independently monitored by TELARC, the
New Zealand National Quality System
Accreditation Authority. The company was the
first heavy engineering works in New Zealand
to achieve ISO 9002 accreditation.
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The work for Singapore Technologies
Kinetics resulted in A&G Price becoming the
first New Zealand company to receive
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a prestigious Quality Award from the
Government of Singapore in recognition for
the on-time delivery of thousands of vehicle
components over a period of six years without
a single fault.
The fact that A&G Price is a fully
integrated manufacturing facility, with
state-of-the-art foundry, machining and
fabrication capabilities, means that all defence
contracts are undertaken in-house. And with
jobs monitored, controlled and documented at
every stage of manufacture, from design
to delivery, traceability is assured.
Given such strengths it is little wonder that
A&G Price enjoys a growing reputation as a
preferred defence contractor in the Asia-Pacific
region and beyond.
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Approved Defence Supplier
New Zealand Defence Force
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Singapore Armed Forces
Defence Awards
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Quality of Manufacturer
- ANZAC Ship Project
A&G Price Ltd: Defence Contractor
• Uncompromising commitment to quality
• Compliance to exacting standards
• Highly skilled workforce
• World-class technical services
Other specialised industries
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